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reclaim. ̀ <e1..11¿i1o3)` 
This; invention relates to ilexible sheet mate 

rials; including sails,4 airplane wings, Windmill 
` blades; etc., and has for its object to provide 

a“ new and improved ̀ means for controlling the 
stiffness andV curvature of such surfaces and* 
particularly' the trailing‘edges of sails or the like. 

\ Although" the invention is widely useful in` 
all of thexabove ñelds, I’ shall, for the sakeoi 
simplicity, illustrate it in ‘its specific applica 
tion to sail 'battens adapted to be sewed into' 
the fore-and-aft sails of a boat at approximately 
right angles to the leech to control the shape and 
stiffness and thereby increase the efficiency of 
the sail‘. - v t 

Accordingly, a more specific object of the irl-_ 
vention is to provide a novel and improved sail 
batten which will afford sufñcient stiiîness and 
rigidity to give the sail any desired contour when 
in‘use, but may be rendered flexible to‘permit ` 
the: sail to be lowered and furled quickly and 
neatly Without removing the battens therefroma 
_Another object is to provide a simple and effi-T 

cient sail batten with the foregoing advantages, 
which may be secured or embedded permanently? 
in` the sail and will limit the sail to a desirable 
curvature in either a port or starboard ̀ direc` 
tion. ` ‘ ' 

Still another object is to provide a new and 
improved batten` or stiifener of the above type 
which'is readily adjustable as to stiffness and 
which, in the case of a clothsail, wing or the` 
like, will not pinch or otherwise. damage the 
fabric. . 

Various other objects and advantages will‘be 
apparent as the nature ci the invention is more 
fully disclosed. . ` ` 

‘Although the novel features‘which are char 
aeteristic of the invention are set forth ‘more in 
detail in the claims appended hereto, the nature 
and scope> of the invention may be better under 
stood by referring to the following description, 
taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings forming a part thereof, in which 
speciñc embodiments have been set forth for 
purposes of illustration. . ‘ ‘ 

In the drawings:` _ 

Fig. l` is an elevation of a typical‘jib headed 
sail equipped with leech-stiiîening ̀ battens em 
bodying the invention; _ 

Fig. 2 is a similar view_showing the same type 
. of ̀ sail equipped with similar but longer battens; 

Fig. 3 is an elevation of a _typical boom and 
gaiî sail equipped with my leech-stiffening 

battens; \ c 

Fig. 4 is an elevation, partly -in section, `of a# 
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batten which is particularly adapted for use inI 
fore-and'aft‘ sails` of tlieftypeshown in Figs. 
1_3; _ ‘ ~ . 

Fig. 5 is` a longitudinali section taken on the 
line` 5'-_5 of Fig’. 41; ‘ ‘ ' < 

\ Fig. ß‘fis'an end ̀View. showing the take-up'lat'ch 
employed in Figs. I1"-5;` f . 

Fig. '7 is a longitudinal sectional‘view through 
a ïsail equipped with a _modified batten whiche 
gives it an airfoil- curvature; 

Fig.` 8 is> an enlarged ‘sectional .view of the 
batteri` employed in Fig. 7?; 

Fig; e is a mneituainar sectioned ‘View illus'-` 
trating another modiñcation of the invention, 
including a special latch for` varying the ad 
justment of this hatten;V " 

‘1 Fig; 10.. is' a section taken on the line lll-Ill. of 

cooperatinglinks or segments of Figs. 9 and 10; 
Fig".` 13 `is` a ̀ longitudinal sectional View illus.-` 

trating`stíll`~another embodiment of the inven-f 
tions \ _ 

Fig. 14,A is a longitudinal 

line lbf-150i Fig. _13; ' 
In.._ the following description certain specific 

terms arefused for convenience in referring to 
the` _various details of the invention. `These 

f terms,`however, are to be interpreted in accord 
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ance withfthe statetof the art. 
In Figi, a typical jib headed canvas sail l,l 

which is spread on the mast 2 and boom 3,` has 
its trailing edge or leech `llwcurved convexly, 
which extends the sail outwardly beyond the 
dotted straight line 5 joining the apex with the . 
lower trailing corner.` Sails; of this ‘type fre 
quentlyv have strips of light material, such as` 
wood, known as “battens,” inserted in pockets ‘ 
t which are servedA inV the sail at approximately 
right angles to the leech to‘ stiffen the sail and 
make itlie ñat. " " ` 

`A feature: of my invention resides inthe proa- " ` 
vision of novel andi improved articulated battens 
l which mayy be held> permanently inv the pockets 
62 of' the sail,4 withv advantages ̀ which will herein 
after more' fully appear: The batten 1, shown 
in detailV inFigs. 4` andl 5, comprisesl a plurality 
of rigid mating blocks or segments 8 which, 
when nestedî one upon 'the other somewhat like" 
a series of articulated vertebrae, may be secured ‘ 

` _View `showing thev take-up 
>latch employed in Figs. 9 and 10; ` ` ‘ ‘ 

„Fig.__12 is a perspective View illustrating the 

. V ` _section taken> on the 
line:V Ill-Hof Fig. `13; andy ` ` _ 

Fig. 15Í is a transverse section taken on the 



2 
to form a compact elongated unit with the out 
ward appearance of a narrow strip of wood. 
The individual blocks 8 are of rectangular 

cross section, each having on one face a pair of 
spaced hemispherical bosses or knobs 9, and on 
the opposite face a pair of similar hemispherical 
holes or sockets I0 aligned with said knobs.l 
The knobs 9 of each block are adapted to en 
gage'in the holes I0 of the adjacent block to _ 
center the blocks properly one upon the other 
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
The faces of blocks 8 which contain thez holes 

I0 are each provided with a raised rectangular 
rim I2 about the edge thereof, and it is this 
rectangular rim which engages thev flat face of 
the adjacent block 8 when the blocks are stacked 
and held together as in Figs. 4 and 5. This con 
centrates the contact between adjacent surfaces 
of the blocks about the contiguous edges thereof 
and makes the batteri stiffer than it would be if 
the entire face of each block, `which may be 
somewhat irregular; were to engage the entire 
face of the adjacent block. ` 
The blocks 8 are held together by a, cord 

I3, preferably of wire, which is lstrung through 
parallel vholes I4' extending through the blocks 
centrally of the aligned knobs 9 and their coop 
erating'holes I0, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The . 
loop I5 formed ̀ by the cord I3 at one of the end 
blocks 8, at the left end as viewed in Figs. 4 
and 5, may be secured to said end block by suit 
able means such as plastic cement or the like. 
The opposite end block is provided with a hollow 
box-like extension I6 having deep semi-circular 
notches I'! in opposite edges thereof, forming a 
bearing for the pivot pin I8 of a tightening han 
dle I9. The ends of the cord I3 are securely 
fastened to an extension 29 of handle I9.> This 
extension 29 is offset from ythe pivot pin I8 of 
handle I9, so that, when handle I9 is pivoted 
to one limiting position against one edge of the 
box I6 as shown. in full lines in Fig. 4, the cord 
I3 will be> drawn taut and the blocks 8 of the 
battenrwill be drawn together to form a rigid 
unit. The extension 2l! may set off-center with 
respect to pivot I8 so that the handle is held in 
this position by the pull of the cord _|3. How 
ever, When handle I9 is swung about its' pivot 
I8 to the other limiting position against the 
opposite edge of box I6, the extension 20 of the 
handle will swing into the hollow of the box, as 
indicated> by the dotted lines in Fig. 4, thus 
loosening the cord I3 and disengaging the blocks 
8 so that the entire batten becomes limp and 
flexible. Other tightening means, such as wing 
nuts, maybe used instead of the handle if de 
sired. 
The blocks or segments 8 of the battens 'I 

may be made of wood or of anyr other suitable 
material such as light molded plastic. The 
battens may be sewed permanently into the 
pockets 6 of the sail and may be adjusted in 
stantly to stiiîen the leech as shown ink Fig. 1, 
or longer battens may be employed to stiffen the 
entire sail as illustrated in Fig. 2. , 
The battens may be employed to'stiffen any 

kind of sail. For example, Fig. 3 shows a typical 
boom and gaff sail 2l including the usual gaff 
rig 22„with short battens 'l secured in the pock 
ets B in the manner previously described. When 
it is desired to furl or reef the sail, in any of these 
embodiments of the invention, the handles I9 of 
the battens are flipped to the disengaging po 
sition, permitting the battens to be collapsed 
with the canvas. , ' 
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" Figs. 7 and 8 show a modification of the in 
vention in which a sail 25 is equipped with bat 
tens 25 which limit the sail to an airfoil curva 
ture in either a port or starboard direction. The 
batteri 25 comprises a series of blocks or seg 
ments 27 strung like a string of beads upon'a 
cord 28 which passes lthrough central aligned 
holes 29 in the blocks. One end of the cord is 
knotted at 39 and preferably sealed by plastic 
cement or the llike in a depression 3l in the end 
block as shown in Fig. 8. 
The other end of the cord may be secured to a 

tightening handle, not shown, which may be the 
same in structure and function as the handle 
I9 of Figs; 4_6. 
. The end of the _batten 29 at the left of Figs. 
7 and 8 is at the luff or leading edge of the sail 
25, while the opposite or right end of the batten 
is at the leech or trailing edge. The engaging 
faces of the two blocks 2l nearest the luiî end 
are bevelled or tapered at 33 to form inclines, 
permitting said blocks to rock upon their apices 
and assume either an outwardly or inwardly 
bowed position. The engaging faces of the next 
succeeding blocks 2ï, toward the leech or right in 
Fig. 8, may also be tapered as shown at 34', butk 
these inclines 39 become progressively less and 
less steep as the blocks approach the leech, until 
‘the engaging faces finally become ilat toward the 
leech end as shown in Fig. 8. 
The batten 26 of Fig. 8 may be used, for ex 

ample, in a fore-and-aft- sail of the type shown 
in Fig. and the engaging faces of the series of 
blocks 2l' may be tapered to any desired extent 
to give the sail the desired airfoil curvature. 
When the sail is initially set the battens 26 are 
tightened in the manner described. The sail 
will then bend or bow either to the port or star# 
board, according to the direction ofthe wind. 
Then, when the boom 3 lis swung over as in tack-k 
ing, the wind automatically bows the sailfand 
rocks the blocks 21 of the battens to the op 
posite bowed position, the battens at all times 
limiting the bulge in the sail, as illustrated in 
Fig. '7. This construction, and modification 
thereof, may also be used for shaping and stif 
fening> various other types of sails, blades and 
air‘foils, such as windmill arms, airplane sur 
faces, aquaplanes, wing iloats or the like. 

Figs. 9 to 13 show another embodiment of thev 
invention, comprising a series of mating blocks 
or segments> All having their engaging surfaces 
formed in a special box-joint type of dovetail: 
which eiïectively prevents the fabric of the sail 
or other airfoil from getting caught in the joints 
as they bend from side to side. All of the blocks 
All except the' two at the extreme ends may be 
cast in the same mold. Each has on one face 
a central tapered prong 4I and two shorter ñaté 
ended prongs 4Z separated by flat lgrooves, 43, 
and on the opposite face a pair of tapered prongs 
44 and central and endY grooves 45, as best shown 
in Fig. 12. These blocks mesh with the central 
prongs 4I engaging in the flat central grooves 
45, and with the twin prongs 44 engaging in the 
twin ñat grooves 43, as shown in'Fig. 9. How 
ever, the flat end prongs 92' remain spaced from 
the bottoms of the end grooves 45 of the mat-_Á 
ing block. Hence itis impossible for a sail or 
other covering fabric to become pinched between 
the prongs 42 and their grooves 45 when the 
joints bend. 
The blocks 4I] are held together by a cord 4l 

which is strung through parallel >holes inr the, 
blocks, as in the construction of Figs. 4-5_, »the 



aarden 
ioe‘pf asf er. the. eerd- preferably being: secures ty 
an a.1:lhesi\`reîor> otherwise: to= the block- on one~ end 

" previously described: Therïtwov ends" ofl the" 
cord,` which come; together at the ‘opppositeï end? 
ci?A theT ba‘tten at the right or Figs. 9v and l0 areY 
fastened» tota pinï lill*` adapted to be slipped» into 

` one; or another otl a plurality'of‘spacedmotches4 
49finf» the channel-»shaped handle 5| of a take-up 
latchß»52>,as“bestg shown in Figs. 9 andell. 
tal<1eup=laftch52cfits` over the` outer rim of the 
hollowV box-like extension 53 :of `themend block 
dll-rat‘the rightlof» Figs. 9 and 10. The handle` 
5|fis fulcrumed to'the latch plate at 5t, ̀ and the 
inner edge of the handle» channel is bent over at 
i'âyadjacentlthe fulcrum so that, when ̀the han 
dle'lisfturned‘down to the limiting position showny 

Fig;` 9, the cord 41 is drawn ̀ taut `over the; 
spun“ edge> 55I thereby l tightening` the blocks 4l)A of 
«the hatten andV also locking the handle ̀5| "in this` 
position.` ‘l The» bent over edge 55 is olT-centervvith`V` 
respect to the tulcrum 54 so that the handle is 
heldin- position by theA pull of the cord 41.9 j 
When it is desired to ̀ loosen the blocksyßll, `for 

example, for the purpose oriurling a sail em- l 
ployi-ng battens of the type shown inFigsB` to 
12»,l thehandle 5|` is simply flipped upwardlyfrom 
its locked» position. 

The 
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In orderto Vary thetension» l 
on' the cord ̀ IW the-„pin Sil‘ofthe cord is slipped ‘ 
intoanother of the` notches l¿Pin the handle 5l, " 
thus varying _the adjustment of the blocks 4l! as 
desired. Although, as stated above,` au of the 
blocks 40 except the end blocks may be cast in a 

. commoni-nold, the angles of the various tapered 
prongs 43| and 44 may be varied by sandpapering 
or'by other suitable means so that the pitch will 

‘ vary from block to block to permit the batteri to 
assume any perdetermined- curvature.` It will be 
evident that the batten or stiiîener of Figs. 9 to 
12, like the others previously described, may be 
used' for a Ivvide _variety of purposes whereit is 
desired to control the curvature of a flexible sur 
face. t ’ 

Figs.` 113 to 15` illustrate still another modifica 
tion ofthe invention, wherein each of a plural 
ity‘of mating blocks or segments 5l is ‘provided 
on one face with a pair of spaced tongues 58 and 
on the opposite face `with aligned ‘grooves 59 
adapted to receive the tongues of the adjacent 
block 51. Within each groove 59 is a centrally 
disposed cylindrical hole B0 through which passes 
the looped connecting cord 5l which is similar to 

obtainëdlfby" proper Selectiori‘- of; spei-ng'sf l by 
suitable a'idállstmc?tll of-'lthec’ordïßfll For" an air' 
foil'curvaturef` as shown in‘llî’ig.V l5»` thefspring's are 
made.` successively weaker from left to right. l 

. Inf' this* embodiment the batteri" may be” made 
«completely rigid and straight: by' tightening the“ 
co'rd 6l sufficiently torcom‘press all off the springs 
andlbring.v the’blook surfaces in ̀ contact as in ̀Figs.` 
tandärf r l . V ` 

l `The blocks are- arrangedfso that the tongues 
andïgrooves` remain dovetailedÍ and do not com 
pletely _separate when the.r cord' .6l is released. 
The tonguesand grooves thus serve to'hold the 
blockslin verticalï alignment as Well as to’prevent l 
the covering fabric from being pinched between ‘ 
adjacent blockswhenftheyare‘tightened or when 
their corners engage» clue` to' ilexing of the b'at 
te'Il‘.` , . . ` . 

vStop meansxmayf beV provided tolimit the sepA 
aration of thel blocks or the cord El may' have 
stop'm'eans to limit its movement'in the blocks. 
The» various springs' may >besecured` in the holes ̀ 
60 as ̀ by cement or plasticltoprevent them from 
falling out whenl the blocks become separated.`>` ‘ 

. ¿It isI to bexunderstood that the above exam" 
ples‘are only illustrative andlthat` various changesV 
and modifications‘may be made therein andthat 
the invention-‘incapable of various uses vwhich 
will be readily understood> by a person skilled 
intheart. , l l .l l 

» What is claimed is: l l ‘ 

l 11. Af sail hatten comprising an elongatedseries 
of blocks arranged end toy end _with abutting end 

` .surfaces5 a` cor'd- strung throughA said blocks-nor 
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the cords previously described. Within each hole ‘ 
`(it), surrounding the cord 6l, is a coil spring E2 
which projects outwardly into the groove 59 and 
engages the edge of the adjacent tongue 58. l 
{In this embodiment of the invention the ex 
tent of the separation of the blocks 51 may be 
controlled by varying the compression of the 
springs 62, which, in turn, may be regulated by 
varying the tension on the cord Bl; The maxi 
mum angular displacement of the blocks, 0r ̀ the 
curvature of the batten, is determined by the 
separation of the blocks because each `pair of 
blocksfmay deflect until thecorners engage as 
shown in Fig. 14. 

` The shape of the curve may be controlled by 
varying the relative strength of the springs 62 
in thedifferent blocks. When thecord SI is 
tightened the various springs` .will be compressed 
by an amount inversely proportional to their re 
spective moduli. Hence the blocks containing the 

` `stronger spring will be held apart a greater dis 
tance than the blocks containing the weaker 
springs and, will take a correspondingly greater 
curvature before their corners engage and limit 
their movement. Any desired curvature may be 
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mally holding said batten in non-rigid condition, 
meansto tighten said cord' to secure said blocks 
together' ina stiffened unit; at least some‘of said 
blocks ̀ having tapered engaging'` surfaces permit-` 
ting limitedñexing of said unit, and» means ad 
justing the tension' of said cord to vary the flexw 
`ing ofsaidunit. ` l ` 

2. AA sail batteri comprising’ an elongated series 
of» blocks' arranged eh'dÈ td endl with abutting end 
surfaces, a cord strung through said blocks and 
adapted when loose to permit said batteri to Hex 
at will, and means for tightening said cord to 
secure said blocks together in a stilïened unit. 

3. A sail batten comprising an elongated series 
of blocks arranged end to end with abutting end 
surfaces, a cord strung through said blocks and 
`adapted when loose to permit said batten to flex 
at Will, and means including an adjustable han 
die at one end of said batteri for tightening said 
cord to secure said segments together in a stiff 
ened unit.  . 

4. A sail hatten comprising an elongated series 
‘ of blocks arranged end to end with abutting end 

` surfaces, a cord strung through said blocks and ` 
adapted when loose to permit said batten to flex 
at will, means for tightening said cord to secure 
said segments together in a stilîened unit, and 
cooperating prongs and recesses on the respective 
engaging ends of said segments for aligning the 
same. ` l 

5. A sail batten comprising an elongated series 
of »blocks arranged end to end with abutting end 
surfaces, said blocks having on‘their respective 
engaging ends a pair of spaced ̀ sockets and a pair 
of spaced prongs mating therewith for aligning 
said blocks, a cord strung through said blocks and 

` adapted when loose to permit said batteri to flex 

75 

at will, and means including an adjustable mem 
ber at‘one end of said ̀ batteri for tightening said 
cord to secure said blocks together in a stiffened 
unit. 
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6. A sail batten comprising an elongated series 

of blocks of generally rectangular cross section 
arranged end to end, said blocks having ontheir 
respective engaging ends a plurality of spaced 
transverse grooves and a plurality of spaced 
transverse prongs mating therewith for aligning 
said segments, a cord strung loosely through said 
blocks and adapted when loose- to permit said 
batten to ffex at will, and means engaging the 
cord at one end of said batten for tightening said 
cord to secure said segments together in a stiff 
ened unit, the inner prongs of said segments hav 
ing tapered engaging end surfaces to rock in 
their mating grooves and thereby limit the our 
vature of said hatten. i 

7. A sail hatten comprising an elongated series 
of blocks of generally rectangular cross section 
arranged end to end, said blocks having on their 
respective engaging ends a plurality of spaced 
transverse grooves and a plurality of spaced 
transverse prongs mating therewith for aligning 
said segments, a cord strung loosely through said 
blocks and adapted when loose to permit said 

' batteri to flex at will, and means engaging the 
cord at one end of said batten for tighitening 
said cord to secure said segments together in a 
stiffened unit, the inner prongs of said segments 
having tapered engaging end ‘surfaces to rock in 
their mating grooves and thereby limit the cur 
vature of said batten, and the outer prongs of 
said blocks being suii‘ici'ently short to provide 
clearance at their ends to avoid pinching the 
sail in their mating grooves. 

8. A sail batten comprising an elongated series 
of blocks arranged end to end, compression 
springs disposed between adjacent blocks to con 
trol their separation, a cord strung through said 
blocks and adapted when loose to permit said 
hatten to ñex at will, and means for tightening 
said cord to compress said springs and limit the 
spacing of said blocks so as to correspondingly 
limit the extent of the flexibility of said batten. 

9. A sail hatten comprising an elongated series 
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of blocks arranged end to end, compression 
springs disposed between adjacent blocks to Ycon 
trol their separation, a cord strung through said 
blocks and adapted when loose to permit said 
batteri to flex at will, and means for tightening 
said cord to compress said springs and limit the 
spacing of said blocks so as to correspondingly 
limit the extent of the flexibility of said batten, 
the springs being of decreasing stiñ'ness along 
said batteri to produce an airfoil curvature. ` 

10. A sail batten comprising an elongated se 
ries of blocks arranged end to end, said blocks 
having on their respective engaging ends a plu 
rality of spaced transverse grooves an'd tongues 
mating for aligning said blocks and preventing 
pinching of said sail between adjacent blocks, 
compression springs between adjacent blocks to 
control their separation, a cord strung through 
said blocks and adapted when loose to permit 
said batteri to flex at will, means for tightening 
said cord to compress said springs and limit the 
spacing of said blocks _sol as to correspondinglyA 
limit the curvature of said batten. 

11. A iiexible sheet material having an elon« 
gated pocket, a stiffenin-g batteri in said pocket 
comprising an elongated series of blocks arranged` 
end to end with abutting end surfaces, and a 
cord strung through said blocks to secure the 
same in non-rigid condition and means ’ to 
tighten said cord to secure said blocksin a stiff' 
ened unit so as to limit the ñexibility of the sheetl 
material. ` . , 

12. In a sail, a stiffening batten comprising an 
elongated series of blocks arranged end_to end 
with abutting end surfaces, and a cord strung 
through said blocks to secure the same in non- ’ 
rigid condition and means to tighten said cord 
to draw said blocks together in a stiiîened unit, at 
least some of said blocks‘having tapered engag 
ing surfaces to permit limited iiexing of said 
batteri and the covering surface. " 

FRED WALLER. y 


